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WINNERS AND LOSERS: A CONCEPTUAL BARRIER

IN OUR STRATEGIC THINKING

Ralph Z. Strauch

The RAND Corporation, Washington, D. C.

Concepts of limited strategic conflict for coercion or bargaining

purposes have been discussed by strategic theorists for over a decade.

Until recently, however, these concepts have had little impact on the

institutional concepts and images of conflict that provide the founda-

tior, for strategic planning within the U.S. defense community. Those

concepts and images of conflict have, for the most part, remained

centered around general nuclear war (the rapid and massive exchange

of most of the U.S. and Soviet strategic arsenals) and assured destruc-

tion (the ability to inflict unacceptable damage on the Soviet Union

in such an exchange) as a deterrent to general nuclear war.

A number of factors, including the recent buildup of Soviet

strategic forces, have resulted in increasing concern within the U.S.

defense comzunity about the adequacy of these concepts and the ability

of our strategic forces to deal with potential future conflict

Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They

should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corporation
or the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or private
research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corpo~atlon as a
courtesy to sembers of its staff.

This paper was reprinted from Air University Review, Vol XXIII,
No. 5 (July-August 1972), 33-44, with permission.
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situations. This concern is reflected in President Nixon's much-

cuoted questions in his 1970 foreign policy statement:

Should a President, in the event of a nuclear attack,
be left with the single option of ordering the mass
desti-wtion of enemy civiians, in the face uf the
certainty that it would be followed by the mass
slaughter of Americans? Should the concept of
assured destruction be narrowly defined and should
it be the only measure of our ability to d-eter the
variety of threats we may face?*

and in 1971's answer to that question:

I must not be -- and my successors must not be --

limited to the indiscriminate mass destructicn of
enemy civilians as the sole possible response to
challenges. This is especially so whei. that response
involves the likelihcod of triggering nuclear attacks
on our own population. It would be inconsistent with
the political meaning of sufficiency to base our force
planuing solely on some finite -- and tLeoretical _

capacity to inflict casualties presumed to be unaccept-'
able to the other side.**

I want to explore the thesis that a major part of zhe inflexi-

bilitv in our current strategic capabilities stews from the insti-

tutional images of strategic conflict whi'h form the foundation for our

defense planning. These images, even of limited strategic conflict,

are based on an unaderlying idea of conflict as a process that separates

the protagonists into a winner and a loser according to criteria which

both accept. This "winner-loser" image is, I belie'ie, inadequate

U.S. Foreign Pollcvi for the 1970's, A New Strategy for Peace, A
Report to the Congress bv Richard Nixon, February 18, 19i0, p. 122.

United States Foreign Polic•v for the 1970's, Buiilding for Peace,
a second annual review by Richard Nixon of 1.5. foreign policy in a
message to the Congress, February 25, 1971.
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to deal with problems of limited conflict between nations that possess

the ability to destroy each other's societies.

The premise underlying this thesis -- that there are identifiable

institutional concepts and images of conflict on which our defense

planning rests and tiat these concepts and images impose significant

constraints on the capabiiitie,; we realize from our strategic forces --

is itself subject to question. The validity of the premise must be

ju.'ged jn suLjective grounds, since there are no objective standards

by which to prove or disprove it. I believe it to be valid. Organi-

zations ar.d institutions -- far more than individt!als -- tend to adopt

and fit temeselves around a small number of unifying concepts and

ideas. This is due in part tc the need for a sillple conceptial frame-

work to serve as an insLttutional "lauguage" for internal cc.rmunication.

Once adopted, houever, the lzi'.3uagL imposes limitations on the issues

with w'lich the institution can deal readily and on ,he way it per-

ceives those issues.

IEvn granting this, hc-i ever, these instituri.,nal concepts and

images �- difficult tu identit- and v:xplicace, and, when identified,

they appear as grossly oversimpli fied caricatures tCiat almost nc one

would acc:ept as valid. This is be.ause most experienced individuals

within the defense community possess a richer and dLeper understanding

of the_ problc'ns with which they deal toan is reflerted in te insti-

tutional concepts of the com.iun:tv as ai uhole. In their !jv-to-oav

activity, however, this deeper unders:tanding is often set aside, with

phrases such as "These considerations arc important, tut wc'll ignore

them for the time being" or "This formulation leavez, a lot out, but
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it's the one everybody uses, so it will have to do for now." As a

result, the caricatures become accepted bý the institution as adequate

representations of reality. It is these caricatures, then, whic(L few

individuals in the defense community would accept without reservation

but which are accepted and used by the community as the "operating

principles" underlying our defense planning, with which this article

deals.

1:1-e Winner-Loser Image of Conflict

Though the realities are far more complex, warfare is commonly

thought of as resulting in a clear and unambiguous division of the

protagenists into a winner and a loser -- the victor and the vanquished --

accordin'c to terms of reference that both accept. The conflict is

thought of as terrinating woen one protagonist "agrees to lose" and to

accept the term-, imposed upon him by the winner. The winuer, in turn,

acknowledges this agreement ai.d i5mposes the terms he desires. This

,4ay occur when the loser has no other Gption, when Ais military forces

are effectively destroyed and the winner is in de facto or near de facto

contrcl of his territory, or it may occur considerably earlier if the

loser decides that there is no point in continuing. The defeat of

France by Germany in 1940 is an example of the latter type, while the

later defeat of Germany in 1945 comes closer to the former.

These perceptions lead easily to a highly simplified "winner-loser"

image of conflict, in which all political considerations are abstracted

out, and a "win" is defined by the achievement of what appear to be

opponent's military forces, occupation )f his territory, etc. The
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purpose of the conflict, then, and of the military forces employed in

it can be seen as determining the "winner," according to that defini-

tion. This image provides the foundation for most peacetime defense

planning. Winning is defined in terms of the operational objectives

for which it is ant cipated that military forces would be applied in

conflict, and peacetime defense planning is directed at attaining the

capabilities needed to achieve those objectives. The objectives, in

turn, provide analytical yardsticks against which to measure the

adequacy of the preparation.

The label of "winner," however, seems unlikely to apply in any

reasonable way to either protagonist in a future U.S.-Soviet general

nuclear war in which most of the arsenals of both sides are used. Each

now has, and seems likely to retain, enough destructive power to ensure

that, if it is used without restraint, the term "loser" would be far

more appropriate for both sides. This has been an accepted fact of

life since the early 1960s, and for this reason the deterrence of

nuclear war, rather than the ability to fight one successfully, has

been the primary objective of U.S. strategic policy. Even our basic

concepts of deterrence, however, are derived from an underlying

winner-loser image of warfare.

Our deterrent is based on ensuring that the Soviet Union would

"lose" in a general nuclear war. We translate this into an operationally

relevant military objective -- the "assured destruction" of the Soviet

Union as a functioning society following a Soviet nttack -- and we

maintain strategic forces sufficient to achieve that objective. The fact

that our underlying objective is deterrence notwithstanding, then, wP

view general nuclear war, for planning purposes at least, as a
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winrer--loser conflict in which "assured destruction" of the Soviet

Union, in spite of Soviet destruction of the United States, consti-

tutes a "win."

Their mutual ability to destroy each other induces considerable

stability in U.S.-Soviet relationships. In spite of that stability,

however, significant differences and sources of disagreement between

the two nations will continue to exist. We cannot ignore the possi-

bility that those differences will. lead to conflicts that must be

resolved by military force, possioly at tne strategic level. Our

ability to deal successfully with future strategic conflict wiAl depend

in part on the adequacy of our concepts of conflict when the conflict

occurs. If we are prepared for only general war, we ensure ourselves

the position of loser by proviaing ourselves with only the alternatives

of capitulaticn or holocaust. The possibility of strategic conflict at

less than the general-war lexel is one we must be prepared to deal with

if it arises.

Our current institutional concepts of strategic conflict at a less-

than-total level, whether at high levels of counterforce exchange or at

low levels of limited strategic conflict, are also based heavily on a

winner-loser image. The winner and the loser, perhaps, are defined in

less total terms and with significant constraints, but nonetheless the

image of a well-defined winner and loser is clear. This image is con-

veved in phrase, such as "termination at a relative military advantage"

or "lie will quit when his potential losses outweigh his potential gains."

The image carries with it the implication of the mucually acceptable

definition of "victory," or at least of "being ahead," and the assumption
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that one side would be willing to quit at a time when he is a "loser"

by that definition, but still retains the capability to inflict enormous

damage on the other. The implicit assumption is often made, in effect,

that political leaders directing the ,'ourse of a strategic conflict

wouild do so according to objectives and criteria which analysts finYd

convenient for evaluating military fol zes. If conflict between nations

were a board game, like Monopoly, wit'L clearly defined rules and

mutually accepted methods of keeping score, this view would be reason-

able. Reality, however, is far more complex. The same problem and

the same situation moy look considerably different to different people,

or nations.

It is sometimes argued that such assumptions are made for

"analytical convenience," and the results must, of course, be inter-

preted in a larger context. This a;zgument would be valid if, in fact,

the problems of interpretation in a ldiger context were regularly con-

sidered and addressed; but they seldom are. It is standard practice

in the analysis of strategic forces and capabilities to perform

"sensitivity analysis" to determine the sensitivity of the conclusions

to variations in the values ot the numerical parameters describing

weapon systems performance. "Sensitivity analysis" of the sensitivity

of the conclusions to the assumptions made about the objectives,

motivations, and behavior of the protagonists, however, is performed

only infrequently and is rarely done . teh.aticali,-

The winner-loser image is a convenient one on w!,ch to base tI!.

defense planning process in peacetime, and perhaps that fact is a

major reason for its predominant role in that process. It assumes
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that when strategic forces are employed in combat, they will be

employed for well-defined, operationally relevant, "military" objec-

tives. This implies, in turn, that if those objectives can be

determined in advance, then the capabilities required to achieve them

can be identified and procured, and the war plans to utilize those

capabilities can be developed in an orderly and systematic manner.

Defense planning, therefore, can be made into a systematic quanti-

tative process and carried on in a manner which provides "high confi-

dence" that the objectives of conflict can be adequately met if the

conflict occurs. The "high confidence" apparently provided, however,

is based on the assumption of the validity of the winner-loser image.

It does not reflect the basic inadequacies of that image, or the

degree of confidence which one might reasonably place in the likelihood

that the "objectives" being met would be reasonable national objectives

at a time of conflict.

Strategic Conflict as a Process of Bargaining

Should a future strategic conflict occur between the U.S. and the

Soviet Union, it seems likely that it would come about as something

neither side really wants but that at least one side feels itself

forced into, possibly as a result of bad judgment or miscalculation by

one or both sides. The minimization of the amount of force used and

the avoidance of escalation to high levels of violence are likely to

be major objectives of both sidEs. The abiliLy of each to assure, at

the price of being a loser itself, that the other is also a loser will

create intense pressure for resolution in a manner which allows each

to claim at least a partial win and forces neither to accept a clear-

cut loss.
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The conflict is likely to be resolved, then, not on a "winner-

loser" basis but through a process of barraining to achieve a mutually

acceptable outcome, where acceptability is defined in terms of the

preservation of broad nationai intere',ts and objectives. What looks

acceptable at the termination of th- conflict, moreover, may be con-

siderably different from what looked acceptable at the beginning, for

both sides. A "final solution" to the underlying dispute, in the

sense that the victory in World War II was a "final solution" to the

German problem, is unlikely. Solutions, instead, will be temporary

expedients, resolving the immediately crucial issues and passing the

underlying differences in to the future. Whatever settlement is

finally reached, each side will accentuate those aspects of the settle-

ment which it finds favorable and downplay those which it finds

unfavorable. A 'winner-loser" image seems particularly ill-suited to

describe (and to prepare for) this form of conflict. Rather, it

should be viewed as a bargaining process, engaged in reluctantly, at

best, by one and perhaps both parties.

The ruban missile crisis of 1962 perhaps was a prototype of this

form of conflict resolution. The Soviet Union attempted the clandestine

deployment of intermediate-range and medium-range ballistic missiles

to Cuba. The United States discovered t is shortly before the missiles

became operational and placed a naval quarantine around Cuba to prevent

further introduction of strategic offensive weapons. A settlement was

reached in which the Soviet Union removed its missiles and agreed not

to reintroduce them, and the United States pledged not to invade Cuba.

The crisis involved a minimal level of violence. The only combat

casualty was an Air Force U-2 pilot. The confrontation, nonetheless,
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contained many of the elements that might be present in a futureI limited strategic conflict. U.S. military forces were used -- the

naval forces involved in the blockade. The use of other forces -- U.S.

air power against Cuba and Soviet submarines against the naval blockade

forces -- was threatened, at least indirectly. The threat of nuclear

war hung in the background and significantly affected the decision

processes, and the behavior, of both sides. The actions taken by both

sides show a strong interest in restraining the escalatory process and

resolving the dispute with a minimum of violence.

Who won, the U.S. or the Soviet Union? In the U.S., a nearly

unanimous view seems to be that we did. Soviet offensive missiles were

removed from Cuba, and we obtained a clear pledge that they would not

be reintroduced. Relative to the situation which would have resulted

had the U.S. been unwilling or unable to act, therefore, the U.S. was

clearly a winner. Relative to the situation which would have resulted

had no Soviet attempt to introduce the missiles been made, however, a

strong argument can be made for Soviet victory. In Soviet eyes, the

U.S. probably represented a real threat to the Castro regime prior to

the crisis. In the spring of 1961, the U.S.-supported invasion at the

Bay of Pigs had failed. Following this, sentiment ran high in the U.S.

in favor of decisive military action against the Castro government.

The objective evidence, coupled with traditional Russian distrust of

the West, would have provided ample grounds tur a Soviet assessment

that a U.S. invasion of Cuba was a real threat. This threat would

almost certainly have been on- of the justifications used when the

decision to introduce the missiles was being debated and made. (It is,



by the way, the justification advanced by Khrushchev in his memoirs.)

The crisis ended with a U.S. pledge not to invade Cuba and with de

facto U.S. recognition of Cuba as a Communist stronghold in the western

hemisphere, with continuing significant Soviet presence there.

Khrushchev described the settlement in a speech to the Supreme Soviet

in December 1962 as follows:

We declared that if the U.S.A. pledged not to invade
Cuba and also restrained other ally-states from
aggression against Cuba, the Soviet Union would be
prepared to remove from Cuba the weapons the U.S.A.
calls "offensive."

In reply, the President of the United States, for his
part, declared that if the Soviet government agreed
to remove these weapons from Cuba, the U.S. govern-
ment would lift the quarantine, that is to say the
blockade, and give assurance of the rejection both
by the United States and by other countries of the
Western hemisphere of an invasion of Cuba. The
President declared in all definiteness, and the
whole world knows this, that the United States would

not attack Cuba and would also restrain its allies
from such actions.

But after all, this was why we had sent our weapons
to Cuba, to prevent an attack on her! Therefore,
the Soviet government confirmed its agreement to
withdraw ballistic missiles from Cuba.

Thus, in short, a mutually acceptable settlement was
reached that signified a victory for reason and suc-
cess for the cause of peace. The Cuban question
moved into the phase of peaceful negotiations and,
as concerns the United States of America, was trans-
ferred there, so to say, from the hands of generals
into the hands of dip!omats." (Emphasis added.)

Nikita Khrushcaev, Khrushchev Remembers (Boston: Little, Brown
and Co., 1970), pp. 492-95.

Speeri to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR in December 1962,
reported in the Current Digest of the Soviet Press, Vol. XIV, No. 49
(January 2, 1963).

i
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It has been argued that the outcome of the missile crisis was a

significant factor in Khrushchev's fall from power. Even if true, this

in no way detracts from the central point of this argument: that the

way out chosen at the time could be interpreted at the time, if not as

a clear victory, as far less than a clear defeat. The interpretation

of the outcome as a clear U.S. victory was not, after all, universal

even in this country. There was Lignificant criticiam at the time,

and subsequently, if the President's noninvasion pledge and of his

failure to secure the complete removal of the Soviet presence from

Cuba. In spite of this criticism, securing the removal of the missiles

was a major U.S. achievement.

The explanation put forth by the strategic folklore, that the U.S.

"won" because of our "strategic superiority," hardly seems borne out by

the facts. It is far too simplistic. U.S. actions were too cautious,

and too tempered by the desire to avoid nuclear war, to support that

explanation. The U.S. was, in tact, deterred from direct military

action against Cuba, at least until the blockade was tried. What we

did have was the will, the skill, and the military capability to apply

a blend of military and political pressures and concessions sufficient

to arrive at an acceptabJe resoLution with minimal use of force. All

three elements -- will, skill, and military capability -- were required,

and no two, without the third, would have been sufficient.

It is important to note that neither side attempted to force a

resolution in a manner which would force the other to admit, or accept,

a clear loss. The actions of each side were strongly influenced by the

desire to reach a settlement that was acceptable to the other and to
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avoid escalation to higher levels of violence. Such a settlement was

possible because each side could and did look at if differently,

accentuating the aspects of the settlement which were to its advantage.

It seems likely thzc these same influences would have coatimoed to work,

perhaps even more strongly, had higher levels of violence occurred. It

also seem likely that these ivfluences vii be strongly felt in any

future strategic confrontation or conflict between the U-S. and the

Soviet Union.

This mutuality of interest in avoiding general var and finding a

mutually acceptable resolution of conflict is frequently expressed by

describing limited strategic confict as a "nen-2ero stun game." That

description, however, may obscure the nature of the bargaining process

as much as it illuminates it. The idea of a "non-zero sum game"

carries with it the image of a welt-structured problem, with the objec-

tives of each side well-defined and unchanging -- as weli as the

relationship between the actions available to each znd the achievement

of those objectives. It allows the possibility that each side is

using a different method of keeting score, but it still assumes that

both are playing the same game. One oj the central features of future

conflict may well be the fact that both sides are playing quite

different games for quite different reasons, and that the perceptiors

of each side ibout its own, as well as its opponent's game, are con-

tinually -1anging. This implies that preconceived irages .i the nature

cf the conflict, and of what constitutes acceptable outcomes, are

likely to be inappropriate and possibly dangerous, as are military

plans derived from such images. The nature of the dispute, and the



objectives of both sids, are likely to differ c:'siderjbhv at the

start of a cv-fl1ct from the streotypes beld prior to the crisis.

Ouz abilit-w to resolre futmre mmflicts satisfactrily m depem cc

our ability to naldify these sterenitypes-

in the Cb-an crisis, the .S. was able to zapt to the ruireL-

-ts of the situatiem am an- a hoc basis - to overcmw the is•itx-

tional "wirmer-leser' bias :- our def=se pla=ing a2A ue the -ierenr

capabilities in our miilitary forces to fashion effective tool~s to

resolve the crisis accep.tably. Oar abi•ity to adzrt with ---a• sccess

in the future, however, seems vrcblenatic, and to rely on -d hoc

adapzation seem dangerous -

This suggests the zeed to dezelop am- alt~e=nativ-e lbazgaining

process" image of conflict that more ade••ately (and ezplicitly)

reflects the probable inportan-c of volitical context in ferure stra-

tegic conflict, and to bring this image to bear •ore explicitly in me

veacetime defense plmaning process- Such an image -would put less

enphasis on well-defined threats and responses a' =ore empbasis on

providing a range of responses to an ill-defined spectr=m of threats,

without attempting to identify a priori the "best" response to any

particular threat- It would bring into sharper focus the valucs of

diversified, flexible, and adaptable strategic forces, capable of pro-

viding such a range of options, and of holding options open in the

transconflict and postconflict period as well.

The bargaining-process aspects of conflict have aiways played an

important role in the conduct of conflict, particularly in the last

two decades. From the point of view of the militar-y planner, however,
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the uimer-loer characteristics have usually appeared prem~iaw.

4ever, the emr~ece of a =tval capability fcr societal destmec-

:om a the need for restraint hieb that capability Imoses require

that the bargaimiz prcess aspects of coefli•ct receive greater attwa-

trecm im- Peaceriv defece sme~~ tbeless, the imstituriweiI

cccepzs a images of comflict o wbicb our defease plaing is based

are still predoinadm y of thw wimer-I-oser type. These coacepts amd

apes pear t© prowiae clear z imtersally c2isteat soltioms to

ouar strategic pweblem -md yardsticks Vitb uhici Ito measure the ajequacy

of our strategic capabilities. Alt the sam tim, doey inegleci or s

,wy ay acrti.e amigr~Lt~ies im thbe r-eaI stratagik e~ariram-

==tan possible deficiemcies in -mr cApabilities to deal eitb that

e~rriroazent

I the abse=ce of severe strategic crisis, these omcepts, and

the capabilities developed uiie sLng thew, are subject c no e-irica]

test. !&ether or not they would survive such a test, thtrefore, remins

in doubt aad is a matter that aust be judged oc pureiy it .l:ectcu"

grounds. (This is, of course, equally trae of any alteriative, including

that proposed here.) We ask of our s:rategi- forces that they be able

to accept the full brunt of a Soviet attack zzd respond :. th &-. destruc-

tion of the Soviet society. ,e label that test the "orst case.- That

test, however, does not address, except perhaps inndireczly, the utider-

lying goal of defending and preserving our national values a-.d interests-

A better "worst case- test of that might be the ability of o*.r strategic

forces and institutions tc bring us through severe (and perhals pro-

longed) strategic confrontation, possibly involving the use of strategic

np



zclear weaos, without lCadiag to either extreme of capitolatiom or

the holocast of mera" =. tir ability to pass that test is less

Need for Instituti•nal mud Cocewp-al Otce

We tesd to thi* of our •.U-cxy capabilities deterined by

our weapon system ad our oad, contro!, ad coo icationas (C3)

57 .- These factors do, Judecd, deffm the iszereat capabilities

z7aiL-fle to us The acmaal capuabilities we cam derivwe IFo these

forces, havezer, are also affected by oar istitutions and concepts

for using th- The role of imstit&tion•a a- cemespra factors in

deterdsi o dte licits of oor t-ramegic capaof ities receives little

attertiom io o= aizlyses of those capabilities, aotha it is no

less i rtam the i the e reao Sysc is or the C3 Sysere off Wiii-

tZro i=Stttinu1 beldeWCr that liMited strategic confict aS anMethod

of bargaimizg is iim~ssible or utithi~ka5le, they may be ile to desel

with s;:& a conflict, regardless of the a oefuacy for the task of the

weapon ststunl a md the C3 avai rtuoelee

Trhe =ajor- concepcrsl ang required is a broaden-'g~ of our ccm-

cepts of strategic conflict and dhe cses of strategic forces - a

broadening which, whil~e it need not totally reject the w! nr-loser

izage of strategic conflict, will also alloy for recognition of a

bargaining tool i~zge, as well as the inplications of that i~age.

Chief among these is the explicit recognition of the high degree of

a priori anbiguity. and uncertainty abouL. strategic conflict and

appropriate fouras of strategic force use -;a conflict. T-he naj ,r

institutional change required is a greater ir~stitutionai toler~ince
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for ambiguity, the ability to accept •ad lfve with fmdanm-tal ambi-

guites azd occertainties inherent in fu.u; _• •taregxc coa.lict. The

instit~utioc•.a!' propencity e identify these problems for which apparentl]y

satisfactory soluti.as r,= be found, and to deal only with thoee prcbleas

and soluticos, shz=!4 be replaced with the explicit instit,•tional recog-

nition of the fact that fw, if aay, strategic pý.blira have clear and

tambiguous fcnal as or solutions, at least until they actually

occur-

Even once a conflict occurs, the nature of the conflict and the

strategic problem it entails may be seen in varions ways, each calling

for a possibly different response. The set of reasonable fo-mulations

and ewLa-mations, moreover, will chý-ge as the coaflict progresses, as

will the objectives and crite•ri• for settlement on both sides- The

"institmriozal ability to recognize, articulate, and resolve these dif-

ferezs ~du-i a conflict is needed. Ihis ability to recogaize

differe-t ways of looking at the problem is important to the bargaining

process. Final resolutien is likely to be brought about by achieving

a positi.n that is acceptable to both sides, but possibly for quite

different reasons. Ihe ability to evaluate the situation fros the point

of view of the Soviets and to identify ways of bending that point of

view to one Vhich is acceptable to us (-nd possibly bending ours to one

""a-hich is acceptable to then) is of major inportance. This is not the

same as, and i4 fact may be coirsiderably different fron, bending the

Soviet p,-.•nt of vies; to one hnich agrees with ours. -We will want to

induce dm to accept a settlement that we find acceptable, not for

our rý.-ýsons but for whatever reasons best induce then :o do so.
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The Cuban crisis of 1962 provid•s not only an exampie of a con-

promise settlement reached through a political bargaining process

but also an iMulstration of the far.:t that the important aspects of a

strategic confrontation - and the imperatives requiring (and

deter-inirg) the B.S. response - my be far different from those

usually addressed in a priori analysis of future strategic contin-

gencies-

One result of the Soviet deployment of -issiles in Cuba, had it

been successful, would have been a ch2age in the balace of strategic

forces between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. The usual formulations

of problems involving changes in the strategic balance, and the need

to react to such changes, are in terns of that balance alone, i.e.,

in terms of the weapons avaiLble to each side and the utility of

those weapons in a gezeral nuclear exchange. It has been reported

that during the Cban crisis Secretary of Defense M-amara analyzed

the problem in those ters and concluded that the change in the balance

resulting frct the Soviet deployment of nissiles in Cuba would be

narginal and would only speed up the process of change that would

probably take place in a few years in any event. On the basis of this

view of the problen, he argued thdt no corrective action was necessary

and that any attenpt at corrective action entailing significant risks

of escalation was undesirable.

Regardless of the validity of these arguments in the context of

a "strategic balance" formu-lation of the problem, they were somewhat

peripheral to the problem facing the President. In the weeks pre-

ceding discovery of the missiles in Cuba, he had drawn a clear and



uumistakale ine between offensive and defensive weapons and had

stzted categoricaUly that ke was unwilling to tolerate the Soviet

deployment of offensive weapons in Cuba. He had done this largely to

counter domestic criticisn fron Republican senators, in the belief

that the Soviets had no intention of introducing offensive weapons.

,Conatheless, it yes done. Beca use of &-at position, the objective

change in the strategic balance caused by the deployment was a secon-

dary consideration. The credibility of the ol-ited Starces, and indeed

President Keanedy's per•.onal credib-lty as its leader, required the

removal of the missiles. He was thus under pressure from what Wiliiam

Jones has called the "Imperial Imperative," wh-ich he describes as

follous: Kings do not voluntarily abdicate! When applied to the

leader of a nation ... it ieans that a decision that would obviously

result in a general loss of his control, tantamount to abdication, is

a decision that he will not make no natter ho imuh it would seem to

an outside observer to be in his nation's interest." At the same

tiw.-, -ennedy's choice of actions during the crisis was significantly

ifflueaced by his desire to allow Khrushchev a "'wy out" within the

terms of Khrushchev's "I-erial Imperative."

During the course of the debate concerning the actions to be

taken, a variety of explanations regarding the Soviet reasons for

introducing the nissiles into Cuba were considered. Only one of these

(and one considered anong the less probable) explained the Soviet

behavior in terns of strategic balance.

William H. Jones, Predicting Insurgent and Gorvernmental Decisions:
The Power Bloc Model, The RAND Corporation, RM-6358-PR, December 1970,
p. 12.
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The actions taken by the U.S. during the Cuban crisis did not

involve the use of strategic forces in combat. Nonetheless, they

illustrate mny of the characteristics and complexities that might

be present in a conflict involving those forces. The military action

finally selected, imosition of the "quarantine," was cnosen more for

political than for military reasons. It was taken not in isolation

but in combination with a nmber of diplomatic and political actions,

including a TV speech, diplomatic notes, U.N. activity, and the

iqplieft "threat" of further military action, if required. As the

crisis progressed, a number of actions were taken to denplay -the

Soviet "loss" associated with removal o2 the missiles. Among these

were the aoninvasicn pledge and the dropping of the initial demand for

on-site inspection of the removal. The objective was to obtain removal

of the missiles, not to force the Russians to concede defeat in removing

them.

The quarantine itself was a course of action dictated by (and

probably successful because of) the total context of the situation,

political as well as military. It was chosen after consideration of a

diverse set of operationally different alternatives, including diplo-

matic action only, air strike, and invasion as well as other variants

of naval blockade. It was a course of action that we possessed the

capabilities to perform, but it was not an acdLon chosen to achieve

a clearly defined military objective directly relevavt to the removal

of missiles already in Cuba. It was an option rhat probably would not

have been given much weight in any precrisis contingency planning

process.
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Ibis suggests a need for considerable flexibility to react to

the requirements of the situation in contingercies requiring strategic

force use. That this need can be adequately net by detailed pro-

planning of strategic operations, no matter how extensive, sees

doubtful. What sem required instead is the deve t of a

variety of "building blocks" for strategic force use, capable of

being put together in a manner appropriate to the overall context of

the problem and the national objectives at the time the need occurs.

An institutional capability for evaluating all aspects of the situation

and developing appropriate strategic options in light of the total

situation as it occurs, is also needed. This requires a high insti-

tutional tolerance for abiguity, a tolerance which must be carefully

nurtured and developed, since the normal tendency for any organiza-

tion is to attempt to structure and perform its function in a way that

minimizes uncertainty and ambiguity.

The objection can be raised, of course, that, in developing the

ability to look beyond the "military" aspects of force application and

consider the political implications as well, the military planner is

overstepping the bounds of his responsibility and moving into areas

which rightfully belong to the politicians. At one time this might

have been a valid objection, but this is no longer true. The nature of

future strategic conflict will demand zonsideration of all aspects of

strategic force use, including those usually considered "nonmilitary."

The resolution of political questions and the final selection of the

option to be implemented will remain the prerogative of the political

leadership, specifically the President. In order to provide adequate

options to the political leader.-hip, however, the military planner must
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take into account the political context in which that decision must be

made. If he fails to do so, the military planner is making the implicit,

but nonetheless real, judgment that that context is unimportant and can

be neglected. That judgment is insupportable. In so doing, moreover,

he runs the risk of providing the political leadership with an insuf-

ficient range of alternatives, all of which are unacceptable for reasons

he ignored.

The change in our strategic capabilities that this conceptual shift

might bring about can be summarized by contrasting a caricature of our

current position with one that might result from a shift to a bargaining

process image. With some, but perhaps not exsessive, distortion of

reality, the position of the military establishment with respect to the

strategic capabilities it provides the President may be sumiarized as

follows:

Hr. President: We have identified a set of possible
objectives for which you might desire to employ stra-
tegic forces. We are prepared, at your direction, to
accomplish those objectives within the capabilities of
the forces we possess. If the need arises, you need
only select the objective which meets your needs and
give us the word. We will take care of the rest.

In peacetime, when the possibility of conflict seems remote and

the President's primary concern about the strategic forces is that they

provide an adequate deterrent, this position is satisfactory. It

may not remain so, however, in a crisis when he must seriously consider

the use of strategic force. At that time he is likely to find that

neither the objectives provided ior nor the means proposed to accom-

plish them are very well matched to his needs. This deficiency is

reflected in Robert Kennedy's description of President Kennedy's impres-

sions of the military following the Cuban crisis:
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But he was distressed that the representatives
with whom he met, with the notable exception of
General Taylor, seemed to give so little consid-
eration to the implications of the steps they
suggested. They se,.ed always to assume that the
Russians and Cubans would not respond or, if they
did, that a war was in our national interest.*
(Emphasis added.)

Similar mistrust marks the description of the meeting of the National

Security Council at which final arguments for a blockade and mili-

tary attack were discussed:Ir 2

The discussion, for the most part, was able and
organized, although like all meetings of this kind,
certain statements were made as accepted truisms,
which I, at least, thought were of questionable
validity. One member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
for example, argued that we could use nuclear
weapons, on the basis that our adversaries would use
theirs against us in an attack. I thought, as I
listened, of the many times that I had heard the
military take positions, which, if wrong, had the
advantage that no one would be around at the end to
know.*" (Emphasis added.)

The objective validity of such views may be subject to dispute.

Nevertheless, they may be held by a future President or some of his

closest advisers at a time of serious strategic confrontation. If the

President finds the military options presented to him inadequate, he

has three choices: First, he can forego the use of military force

altogether and accept whatever losses that entails. Second, he can

accept one of the proffered options in spite of the risks. Third, he

can attempt to put together an appropriate response on an ad hoc basis

Robert F. Kennedy, Thirteen Days: A Memoir of the Cuban Missile
Crisis (New York: W. W. Nortorn & Co., Inc., 1969), p. 119.

Ibid., p. 48.
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at the time, if necessary against the advice of his military advisers.

This was the course chosen in the Cuban missile crisis.

These alternatives seem inadequate in view of the wide range of

capabilities inherent in our forces. The inadequacy is traceable to

the basic military position I have summarized. An alternative mili-

tary position might be reached through changes in our strategic con-

cepts and institutions along the following lines:

Mr. President: We know that you would prefer not to
have to employ strategic forces, but we recognize that
contingencies making such employment necessary may
arise. Our forces have a wide range of inherent capa-
bilities, and should such a contingency arise, we stand
ready to assist you in identifying and selecting
appropriate strategic force options. Because of the
political nature of this type of conflict, and the
uncertainties inherent in it, we cannot make any a
priori guarantees of success. At the same time, we
believe we can provide strategic capabilities which
may prove to be politically relevant bargaining tools
in extremis and which will enhance your capabilities
to achieve an acceptable settlement and avoid escala-
tion to general war.

I am not proposing this conceptual shift as a way of making

nuclear war more acceptable or of justifying the use of nuclear weapons

to settle disputes that could otherwise be resolved without resort to

war. Rather, I am suggesting it as a way of looking at conflict which

might provide greater opportunity for containment and avoidance of

escalation, should war come about as a result of circumstances beyond

our control. This requires, I believe, that we view the use of mili-

tary forces as an inherently undesirable, but occasionally necessary,

tool of policy, which should be used as carefully and sparingly as

possible. This attitude toward the use of military force was eloquently

expressed by the Chinese philosopher Lao-tse over two thousand years

ago:
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Where armies are, thorns and brambles grow.

The raising of a great host

Is followed by a year of dearth.

Therefore a good general effects his purpose and then stops; he

does not take further advantage of his victory.

"Fulfills his purpose and does not glory in what he has done;

Fulfills his purpose and does not boast of what he has done;

Fulfills his purpose, but takes no pride in what he has done;

Fulfills his purpose, but only as a step that could not be avoided.

The course I am suggesting involves a significant shift of emphasis

in our strategic concepts that requires a rejection of the neat, clear-

cut, high-confidence answers to our strategic problems, which our

current concepts appear to provide, and at the same time entails an

acceptance of the face that no clear-cut, high-confidence answers really

exist. It requires the acknowledgment of higher levels of risk in

strategic conflict than do our current concepts. It might produce,

however, a lowering of the actual levels of risk we face -- by lessening

the chances that our capabilities would prove inadequate, should the

empirical test arise. By acknowledging the difficulty of the questions,

it would decrease our confidence in our answers but would prbvide us

with a better chance of having asked the right questions.

*A
Lao-tse, Tao T. Ching, Chapter XXX, translated by Arthur Waley

in The Way and Its Power (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1958).


